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BE YOU NOW

Now at At this point,  I ’m encouraging you to see

yourself  as the WOMAN who is :

ELEVATE!

THE...

Empowered 
Loving  
Expert  
Visioning  
Amazing 
Transformation 
Easily

For myself and for others... .

REPEAT OFTEN:

I am in the driving seat of my life and I am ready and able to thrive. I deserve all I desire. 



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“Having the knowledge, confidence, means, or ability to do

things or make decisions for oneself...”

This means no longer saying YES when we mean NO

This means finally recognizing what YOU want 

This means asking for what YOU want

This means trusting your instincts and going your own way not

having to rely on the opinions of others

All without fear of judgment, blame, or shame...

“IT IS NOT INSANE TO WANT TO FEEL UNAFRAID AND EMPOWERED; IT IS HUMAN”

JODY M. ROY

empowered



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!
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"IT IS NOT INSANE 

TO WANT TO FEEL UNAFRAID

AND EMPOWERED; 

IT IS HUMAN”

JODY M. ROY

REPEAT OFTEN:

I am in the driving seat of my life and I am ready and able to thrive. I deserve all I desire. 



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“Feeling of showing love being very careful and thorough…”

This means not just towards your clients, family, and friends,

especially towards YOU too.

This means being loving in your thoughts and actions towards

YOU

This means accepting YOU for all of YOU.

This means no more name-calling, blaming, or shaming of the self.

This means taking care and consideration and being affectionate

towards YOU.

Start small. Little steps every day. 

This means accepting that YOU GROW as YOU GO

Keep going keep going keep going.

 

"Accept yourself, love yourself, and keep moving forward”

Roy T. Bennett

loving



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

"Accept yourself,

love yourself,

and keep moving

forward”
Roy T. Bennett

REPEAT OFTEN:

I am in the driving seat of my life and I am ready and able to thrive. I deserve all I desire. 



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“Having, involving, or displaying special skill or knowledge

derived from training OR experience..."

This means YOU yes YOU.

This means you are well-practiced in what you do.

This means you have more knowledge and know more about what

YOU do in an average room or around a dining table.

This means it’s ok to be visible talking about what you care about

and what you do whether or not you have a piece of paper that

says so.

YOU can and will keep learning, however, remember this YOU

know more than enough to stand up, sell and serve.

This means you must remember YOU can charge what you need

to...

YOU are the expert. 

Your ideal client needs YOU. 

Remind yourself often.

“Without the opinion of an expert, there's no such thing as certainty.”

Joanna Ruocco, Dan

expert

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/41610983


BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“Without the

opinion of an

expert, there's no

such thing as

certainty.”
Joanna Ruocco, Dan

REPEAT OFTEN:

I am in the driving seat of my life and I am ready and able to thrive. I deserve all I desire. 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/41610983


BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“The power of seeing. The act or power of imagination. A

thought, concept, or object formed by the imagination…..”

This means using the power of your imagination to bring into

your mind what YOU would like your reality to be.

This means using the power of YOUR imagination and all YOUR

senses to see, hear, smell and feel what it will look like. 

This means seeing the ideal version of YOURSELF and YOUR life

in YOUR mind's eye.

This means YOU will start to believe in that ideal life YOU are

creating for YOU being possible.

This means having a picture in your mind's eye that YOU pull into

your thoughts consistently on repeat throughout the day and

YOU can recall it at any given moment, any time any place

anywhere!!

visioning



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

"This means feeling excited about it when YOU imagine it all

being there in your reality.

This means allowing YOURSELF to feel that warm fuzzy feeling,

or excited butterflies in your tummy, or jumping for joy!

This means using YOUR mind and YOUR body to take action.

Focus on what YOU want not what YOU don’t, remember

thoughts + actions together shape YOUR reality. 

When YOU can see it, YOU can create it. 

This means YOU must first see it, then believe it, then create it.

“Success is about dedication. You may not be where you want to be or do what you want to do when you're

on the journey. But you've got to be willing to have vision and foresight that leads you to an incredible end”

Usher

visioning cont'd



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“Success is about

dedication. You may not

be where you want to be

or do what you want to

do when you're on the

journey. But you've got to

be willing to have vision

and foresight that leads

you to an incredible end”
Usher  

REPEAT OFTEN:

I am in the driving seat of my life and I am ready and able to thrive. I deserve all I desire. 



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“CAUSING ASTONISHMENT, GREAT WONDER, OR SURPRISE.”

This means accepting YOU can have, be, or do more than what’s

just average, ok, or good.

This means not settling.

This means YOU are the one doing Amazing things.

This means that YOU are the one creating Amazing results 

This means YOU have the right to have an amazing life.

This means YOU don’t have to use the word AMAZING in

conversation but YOU must believe it about YOURSELF and your

work and your life.

This means seeing all the good and wonderful things around YOU

and about YOU with gratitude, as what we focus on we end up

having more of.

This means being grateful in advance for all the amazing things

that will come your way.

amazing



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

"This means that you must tell yourself at least twice a day

something about YOU, that you are, that YOU did or that YOU

saw, that was AMAZING.

This means seeing YOURSELF more kindly than ever before.

This means sitting with YOURSELF and having gratitude for

YOURSELF and all that you do.

“You are an amazing person with unique talents. Have faith in your abilities." 

Lailah Gifty Akita

amazing cont'd



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“You are an amazing

person with unique

talents. 

Have faith in your

abilities." 
Lailah Gifty Akita

 

REPEAT OFTEN:

I am in the driving seat of my life and I am ready and able to thrive. I deserve all I desire. 



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“An act, process, or instance of transforming or being

transformed…”

This means that YOU allow yourself to kindly accept that YOU

don’t have to know it all now, YOU are constantly transforming,

evolving, and growing.

This means that YOU allow yourself to be vulnerable and make

mistakes. 

This means feeling scared and wanting to give up.

This means being patient with yourself as YOU stretch and grow

and be kind to yourself in your thinking on YOUR way to a new

way!

This means that YOU may have to learn new habits, unlearn ones

that are no longer useful and be brave in YOUR pursuit of this

journey, as the journey is so valuable.

This means being patient with YOUR transformation. It takes as

long as it takes!

transformation



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

This means that by building on your growth and seeing YOUR

growth YOU can build confidence and then transform any fear

you have into freedom.

This means YOU keep the thought with YOU of “I don’t have to

have it all sorted I just have to get it started”.

This means that every time YOU feel uncomfortable, YOU are

stepping outside of your comfort zone and that means YOU are

evolving!

This means accepting the changes YOU will need to go through in

order to be the person YOU know deep down YOU are.

This means stepping up to a whole new level. Investing in YOU

and all that you do.

This means that you allow yourself to recognise all the

transformations YOU have created over the years for yourself

and for others.

transformation cont'd



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

This means that you concentrate on all that YOU have seen,

where YOU have been and this is how YOU can create

transformation for others.

This means that YOU talk about your transformation and the

transformation YOU create or wish to create for others in your

content. 

That's what people want to know about and buy. This is because

people buy transformation and results, not the product.

“Each tiny effort builds on the next, so that brick by brick, magnificent things can be created.”

Robin Sharma

transformation cont'd



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“Each tiny effort

builds on the

next, so that

brick by brick,

magnificent

things can be

created.” 
Robin Sharma

REPEAT OFTEN:

I am in the driving seat of my life and I am ready and able to thrive. I deserve all I desire. 



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“In an easy manner: without difficulty.

This means that YOU can make a choice and choose to see things

simply, instead of complicated.

This means that YOU can see all things are eventually created

easily with practice and persistence.

This means that YOU allow yourself to recgonise the shift in your

energy when YOU imagine that whatever you do can be done

easily. 

What does it feel like if you imagine it can be done more easily?

This means that you let go of the worry and the woe around

creating your dream life, what we focus on grows. 

So focus on the feeling of things being more effortless, when YOU

are taking steps every day towards your goals with support and

kindness YOU will get there.

easily



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

This means you are more likely to see yourself with kindness 

and grace, giving yourself time and space. 

Less hurry, Less Rush. 

Less Hassle. Less Race.

This means you are enough. There is enough. You have enough

This means that you no longer see struggle as normal that YOU

welcome help, support, feedback and compliments.

This means that YOU let go of trying to please others so much

and second guess all that YOU do.

This means that YOU only spend time with those who lift YOU up

( let go of toxic people).

This means that we make room for imperfect action and don't

worry about making mistakes.

This means YOU honor your own time by organising your diary

and sometimes having to say no/ putting boundaries on your

time.

easily cont'd



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

This means getting into the habit of setting 15 mins min a day for

your own self-care, self-appreciation, and applause. 

This means practicing patience.

This means setting achievable goals, small mini-milestones that

are all celebrated as they add up to the big success.

This means letting go of control, sometimes things don't go to

plan and that's okay, there is always tomorrow (so make sure to

build in buffers on your deadlines) 

This means accepting that YOU don't have to do it all, YOU are

only one person, YOU can outsource some things, even starting

small (think about what this could be for YOU).

This means more sleep, more rest, good food so that your brain

and body feel relaxed and able to function.

This means being honest and now at last living your own truth!

“The thing which you see as easy today was once difficult.”

Ursula Kelly

easily cont'd

SO SO PROUD OF YOU. BE P.R.O.U.D. OF YOU TOO



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

“The thing which

you see as easy

today was once

scary or

difficult.”

Ursula Kelly

SO SO PROUD OF YOU. BE P.R.O.U.D. OF YOU TOO



BE YOU NOW

ELEVATE!

SO SO PROUD OF YOU. BE P.R.O.U.D. OF YOU TOO

REPEAT
OFTEN:

I am in the
driving seat of

my life and I am
ready and able

to thrive. 
I deserve all I

desire. 



ELEVATE!
YOU ARE THE EXPERT!

IT'S TIME TO CELEBRATE YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS 

BE YOU NOW



ELEVATE!
YOU ARE THE EXPERT!

IT'S TIME TO CELEBRATE YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS

BE YOU NOW

List your accomplishments here.  It  could be:

 A qualif ication, an award, a competition win; great skil ls or knowledge that

you have; a time when you really came through for a cl ient/friend or family

member;  a key moment when you went out of your comfort zone and came out

on top; something you are really proud of about yourself



well
done!

YOU!
GREAT WORK



Notes
BE YOU

NOW“
Use this space for any notes about how

you feel after these tasks.

Do you feel inspired to take action?

Did any of that feel difficult?

Did it bring up new ideas?



SPARE PAGE
BE YOU NOW

Can't f it  al l  your words in on one page? Print this extra page for any
sections where you need more room to air your thoughts. . .
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